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INTRODUCTION

Role of Group Guidance in Total Guidance Program

Group guidance as defined by Hoppock (6) "is any group

activity undertaken for the primary purpose of facilitating or

improving the total guidance program". He states that group

guidance was never intended to take the place of individual coun-

seling but should supplement end support it and that the best

guidance program is one which does not rely wholly upon either

group guidance or counseling but one which makes Judicious use

of both. Pailor (4) elaborated on this idea when he said:

Group activities supplement and contribute to
guidance services by utilizing the cooperative, sup-
portive, and economical values of group situations
to forward the choices and adjustments of students
through the mastery of commonly needed and desired
information and the exploration of common problems.

If group guidance is to be one of the essential parts of

any guidance program, what then, should be ejqjected of it? What

are its opportunities and also what limitations does it have?

Pailor (4) lists the following as some of the advantages or

opportunities of group guidance activities*

1. In areas of common needs and desires they are more
economical of time, facilities and personnel.

2. They provide both students and the counselor with
information valuable in counseling.

3. They establish relationships between students and
the guidance staff which create a demand for and facilitate
other guidance services.

4. They provide students with opportunities to pool
and share information, attitudes and experiences.



5. They produoe oupportive relationehipa among stu-
dents es they leem that other students heve problems end
become eoqualntod with the means by trhlch they solved them*

6* They provide opportunities for practicing and test-
ing behavior in interpersonal relations.

Some of the most serious and common limitations and diffi-

culties as stated by Pallor (4) are:

1. Group activities are not adequate for the solution
of problems which require the face to face relationship of

counseling.

2. Many students are not sufficiently practiced in
impersonal and objective approaches to problems in group
situations*

3. The organization of groups with sufficient homo-
geneity of interests* maturities* and problems poses sd-
odnlstratlve difficulties*

4. There is e shortage of available teachers suffi-
ciently competent and motivated to provide group activities
of a proper quality.

5. It is difficult to schedule group activities so
that they present a conprehensive, progressive, end con-
tinuous program for all students.

6. It is not easy to correlate group activities with
the total program of guidance services and with the educa-
tional program.

Svaluatlon of Group Guidance Courses

Group guidance, in general, and orientation. In particular,

has been used quite extensively for some tine but as Hoppock (6)

points out most of what has been done in group guidance up to the

present time has been done because it seemed like a good Idea and

only in rare instances has anyone attempted to find out whether

or not anticipated results were in fact achieved.
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Research methods for evaluating group guidance courses have

varied from the most elementary and subjective such as teacher

opinion, where the teacher frequently asks, "Am I getting the

results I expected?" to the more objective forms such as the

use of pre-test and post- test end the control group design.

Ecvert (3) says:

Basic to educational evaluation Is the point of

view that the success of a school or college is most
validly judged by examining its students-—their un-
derstanding and Insight, their control of basic skills,

the character of the activities In which they partici-
pate outside the classroom, their social attitudes,
and their goal for the future.

A control group design which complies with this point of view was

the method utilized in this study.

Hoppook (6), who has made a thorough review of what has been

done in the way of evaluating group guidance, reached the follow-

ing general conclusions:

Sweeping generalizations baaed upon a few research
studies frequently are upset by later research. The

reader is urged to regard the following conclusions as

tentative. They appear to be justified by the research
to date, but any or all of them may have to be revised
if future evidence contradicts, rather than confirms,
the pioneer studies. Prom the research which the au-

thor has found to date, the following Inferences appear

to be reasonable.

Group guidance plus individual counseling produced
better results than either one alone.

Psychological testing plus Individual counseling
brought occupational choices into closer harmony with

the measured abilities of the students; it felled to

bring them Into closer harmony with employment oppor-
tunity.

The study of occupations, with emphasis upon lo-

cal opportunities for employment, brought occupational



oholcee Into closer harmony with employraent oppor-
tunity; It felled to bring them Into closer harmony
with measured ebllltles.

Courses In orientation measurably Increased the
ability of students to answer questions about the
Institution, the educational program, and other mat-
ters presumably related to student adjustment.

Courses in occupational information measurably
increased the range of occupations in which students
were interested, their interest In specific occupa-
tions, and their tenure of employment after gradua-
tion.

Courses in occupational information increased
the ability of students to answer questions about
occupations by as little as zero per cent and by
as much as 217 per cent.

Separate courses in occupational information,
which met five times a week for one semester, were
measurably more effective than homeroom programs or
English courses as mediums for the presentation of
occupational information.

Students in different institutions found group
guidance both more and less interesting and useful
than other subjects.

Group guidance increased the demand for individu-
al counseling.

Conflicting results from different studies In-
dicated encouraging success in some cases end dis-
mal failure in others. Apparently the success or
failure of group guidance depends upon one or more
factors about which we can only speculate. Pre-
sumably these factors Include the competence of the
instructor, the appropriateness end accuracy of the
instructional materials, and the Interest and abili-
ty of the students. In some cases the research re-
sults appear to have been Influenced by the quality
of the tests used to measure results.

Of the eighteen studies on which the above general conclu-

sions are baaed five are particularly relevant to this study

either because of the method of evaluation used or because of



the type of course evaluated. Cole (2) and Stone (12) both used

the control group design in obtaining their results while

Bennet (1) not only used the same method but evaluated an ori-

entation course somewhat similar in content to the one in this

study although it was given to eleventh and thirteenth rather

than ninth year students. Both Plowerman (5) and Kefauver and

Hand (7) conducted research on ninth grade students who had

taken group guidance snd both used the control group method of

evaluation. The results of these particular studies as in the

group as e whole indicated success in some instences (1) (2)

(5) (12) and failure in others (7) (12).

In another study Nelson (9) found that with few exceptions

colleges offering orientation courses show significantly higher

mean scores on "A Test of College Orientation" than do colleges

without such courses. While this does not prove causal relation-

ship, in general, high mean scores on the test and well organized

orientation programs were found in the same colleges.

Specific Course

The particid-sr group guidance course with which this paper

is concerned is the "Orientation" course required for freshman

in the Elllnwood Rural High School, Ellinwood, Kansas. At the

time this study was initiated the course had been offered for

two years. The idea for "Orientation" at Ellinwood originated

with and was carried out by R. M. Schedt, Superintendent of

Schools.
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He has felt and expressed the need for an evaluation to

help determine whether the course Is meeting the needs of the

freshman in an area which has previously been neglected and if

it is meeting the needs, in what areas has it done so and if

not, in what areas has it failed.

Delineetion of objectives is the first step in evaluation.

For example, Eckert (3) says:

No adequate appraisal can be planned until the

goals of a particular school or college have been rat-
her explicitly outlined. Lvaluation studies rest on

the assumption that the school's successes and the

school's failures must be viewed in the light of the

objectives toward which all its activities have been
directed.

Schadt (11) set up the following as objectives for the course

he was going to teach:

1. To assist the members of the freshman class to acquire
a feeling that they belong to the high school group or

are "at home".

2. To impart certain information that will be useful to

all students.

3. To foster attitudes and habits that will be useful to

all.

4. To help with any personal end social problems that need
resolving to enable the student to profit most from a

high school education.

5. To accumulate certain date about the members of the

class that may become a part of the personal file to be
used during high school for guidence purposes.

6. To help the student to see his relation to the communi-
ty, the state, the nation and the world.

"Orientation" is a one semester course designed for a class

of approximately sixty members to be divided into two sections.



since a very breed or general epprosch was to be used it was

decided that the direction and content of the course should be

Influenced some^vhat by the needs and Interests of the students

who compose the group rether than to use a definite textbook for

that purpose. In general, Schadt (11) intended the first six

weeks to be spent in the area of getting acquainted with the

school and its educational opportunities, how to study and gat-

her Inforraetion; the next six weeks was to be devoted to per-

sonal and social problems; and the final period to a rather

broad study of the occupational areas plus opportunities to ex-

plore several other fields es a group or as individuals.

About once every two weeks one of the following tests was

given, sometimes to Introduce an area for study and at other

times to simply supply more Information about the student:

SRA Test of Primary Mental Abilities

SRA Mechanic el Aptitude I'est

SRA Clerical Aptitude Test

Iowa Algebra Aptitude Test

Iowa Silent Reading Test

Kuder Preference Record

California Test of Personality

In addition, about once a week educational movies were

used, such es "How to Study", "Know Your Library", "Are You

Popular", "Shy Guy", "Going Steady", "You and Your Work", "Ap-

titudes and Oocupations", etc. Other projects such as outside

speakers, reports by students and an autobiography were used to
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supplement the class discussions, which were used rr-ore than any

other device in the course. The topics for these discussions

were suggested by both the students and the instructor.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study had the following two especta:

1. Describe a ninth grade class in terms of (a) the

students' knowledge and use of sources of infor-
mation end (b) their expressed problems of ad-
justment.

This aspect Is significant in itself since it is necessary

for anyone working with ninth grade students to know their prob-

lems or what they feel to be their problems. It is significant

also because herein lies the core of the evaluation. By deter-

mining where the students start it is possible to rreasure any

change made by them during the period of evaluation.

2. Determine whether students enrolled in a group
guidance class for one semester differ signifi-
cantly from a comperable group of students not
enrolled In (a) their knowledge and use of sources
of Information and (b) the number of their ex-
pressed problems of adjustment at the end of the
semester.

IIETHOD

Sampling

Method of Establishing Bxperimentel and Control Groups .

The ninth grede class of Ellinwood on which this study was based

was divided into two approximately equal groups at the beginning

of the year with one group taking orientation the first semester
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while the other group enrolled in driver's education. Then the

second semester the two groups exchanged classes. Due to the

nature of the enrollment process it was felt by the administra-

tion and the investigator that the best approach would be to

allow the students to choose, as they enrolled, which class they

wished to take the first semester. It was assumed that since no

attempt was made to divide the classes according to any specified

plan any selective factors would, consequently, be ruled out.

This was not an entirely accurate assumption as the results will

show and it would have been better if a method less vulnerable to

bias had been used in the establishment of the experimental and

control groups.

After dividing the class into experimental and control

groups there was a division of the data between the males and

the fomales to provide a more complete analysis.

Description of Sample on lion -teat Background Data . In the

fall of 1952 a ninth grade class of 59 members with 30 males and

29 females enrolled at Ellinwood. Out of this group 15 males

and 18 females oomposed the experimental group while the control

group consisted of 15 males and 11 females*

All the members of this class were within the age limits of

13 to 15 years with one exception, a boy in the experimental

group who became 17 while taking orientation. The majority or

66 per cent were 14 or would be 14 at their nearest birthday.
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Since Elllnwood is locsted in the oil producing part of

Kansas it was not surprising to find that 53 per cent of the

class carae from homes in which the fathers' occupation was in

some way associated with the oil industry. The next largest

occupational group was farming with 22 per cent while the re-

mainder of the students listed a variety of parental occupa-

tions*

With regard to church preference the students listed their

choices in the following order: Catholic 27 per cent; Bap-

tist 17 per cent; Evangelical 17 per cent; Lutheran 14 per

cent; Methodist 12 per cant; None 8 per cent; Church of

Christ 3 per cent; Assembly of God-—2 per cent. These choices

were fairly evenly distributed throughout the groups with the

exceptions that there were no Catholics in the female control

group, no ^iethodists in the male experimental group and no

Lutherans in the male control group.

The previous schools attended by the groups in terms of

per cent were found to be as follows:

r.iele:

Experiment el Control
Ellinwood Jr. High .... 33 l/3 53
St, Joseph's 73 1/3 40
Rural Schools 33 l/3
Other Towns 7

Female:
Experimental Control

Ellinwood Jr. High .... SS 7S
St. Joseph's 28
Rural Schools 28 27
Other To?ms 11
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Total:
Male Female

ElliOTOod Jr. High .... "T^ 55
St. Joseph's 37 17
Rural Schools 17 28
Othar Towns 3 7

The most noticeable difference was the experimental female as

compared with the control female group. This might be one fac-

tor which accounts for the difference which wps found between

these two groups on test scores at the beginning of the experi-

ment.

Instruments Used and Methods of Adrainiatration

The tests used in making this study were the SRA Youth In-

ventory (10) and the Use of Sources of Information {8)» These

tests were selected because the objectives of orientation could

best be evaluated by them. Since the SRA Youth Inventory was

subdivided it was possible to evaluate not only the over all

course but also the specific areas into which orientation was

divided. The SRA Youth Inventory was used also because the

change taking place in the orientation class, if any, was to be

mainly a change in attitude and the Youth Inventory was designed

to measure this type of phenomenon.

The Use of Sources of Information was included to measure

the change in quantity of information possessed and used correct-

ly by the students. Since this was not a change in attitude a

separate test was necessary.
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The SRA Youth Inventory is a choclc list of 298 questions

designed to help those working with young people identify the

problems young people say worry them aost. The test is divided

into eight major areas which are (a) My School, (b) Looking

Ahead, (c) About Myself, (d) Getting Along With Others, (e) My

Home and Family, (f ) Boy Meets Girl, (g) Health end (h) Things

in General. The Youth Inventory also has what is termed a Basic

Difficulty score which, if high, may indicate that the student

has serious personality problems. However, as Remmers end Shim-

berg (10) point out, this score should always be corroborated by

other evidence before being taken at face value.

Reliability coefficients for each of the eight problem areas

are reported in the manual to be as follows;

My School .84
Looking Ahead 90
About Myself 88
Getting Along With Others 88
My Home and Family 94
Boy Meets Girl 87
Health 75
Things in General 99

The reliability coefficients for seven of the eight problem areas

are sufficiently high but the lower reliability in the Health

area indicates that It should be used more cautiously in inter-

preting scores. The reliability of the Basic Difficulty scale

was found to be .90.

Since the SRA Youth Inventory is supposed to indicate what

student thinks ere hla problems It Is difficult to determine

the validity against outside criteria, Remmers and Shimberg (10)
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say:

The Items which bx) Individual checks have va-
lidity for that individual. As long as the student
thinks that certain things bother him It makes lit-
tle difference whether the problems are real or whet-
her he i3 unconsciously exaggerntinfr thsir importance.
The measure of validity becomes. In a sense, the re-
liability coefficient, for no test can be any more
valid than It is reliable.

3y studying the results of item analysis a measure of the validi-

ty of individual items may be obtained while still another In-

dication of validity was the ability of seven experts in g-aidance

and psychology to agree closely on the possible diagnostic sig-

nificance of nearly two thirds of the items.

The Use of Sources of Information Is Test 9 of the Iowa

Tests of Educational Development. Lindquist (8) describes the

following specific skills measured by this test: (a) knowledge

of the nature end purpose of the major types of sources of In-

formation; (b) knowledge of the specifio contents of the mora

oonmion sources such as dictionaries, encyclopedias, and year-

books; (c) ability to select the source most appropriate to use

In a given situation; (d) ability to interpret bibliographical

references; and (e) ability to use a card index efficiently.

The rellebility coefficient for this test is .81 based on

within grades, within school which was a relatively homogeneous

group thus making the reliability considerably lower than those

computed on the basis of heterogeneous groups, which is usually

the case on most tests.
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Since there v;ere no adequate outside criteria on which to

base thii validity of the test it was suggested by Lindqulst (8)

that the best way to judge the validity would be for the individu-

al to take the teat and in that way decide what the test really

measures and what abilities are required from the student.

The tests were administered to all ninth graders at the be-

ginning and again at the end of the semester. All freshman

were taking English I so the tests were given during their regu-

lar class period. Since both tests are relatively simple to ad-

minister the English I teacher, after consulting with the in-

vestigator on administration procedures, gave both the pre-teat

end post-test to her classes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Description of Class on Test Variables

Sex Differences * In describing the class on the test vari-

ables a comparison was made between all the males and all the fe-

males at the beginning and at the end of the experiment. The re-

sults of this comparison are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Pre- Test differences Ir nie.-^n scores of all males pnd
ell females on the SRA Youth Invent or3^ and the Use of
Sources of Information,

! Male Female J Difference . t

Teat : Na 30 ITs 29 Between : value
! M : S D: ]A : S D : 1.50 an s

SRA Youth Inventory
My School 6.57 4.11 6.55 4.91 .02 .017
Looking Ahead 13. o7 6.28 12.10 8.05 1.27 .665
About Myaelf 7.70 6.48 9.17 6.96 1.47 .837
Getting Along
With Others 8.13 6.16 8.52 6.24 .39 .238
My Home end

Paniily 3,77 5.21 4.48 5.39 .71 .507
Boy Meets Girl 6,70 6.17 4.34 4.79 2.36 1.616
Health 2.83 2.53 4.07 3.72 1.24 1.476
Things in Generic 1 5.17 5.71 5.31 6.79 .14 .083

Use of Sources of
Information: 9.76 6.23 12.25 5.87 2,49 1.528

Table 2. Poet-Test differ once a iLn mean scores of oil males and
all females on the SRA Youth Inventory and the Use of
Sources of Infor uiation »

: Ma 1q : Female iDlfference : t

Test ; N: 30 : N»29 ! Between ! value
• M : S D: M : S D Means

SRA Youth Inventory
My School 5.17 3.32 5.21 3.84 .04 .033
Looking Ahead 9.20 6.29 7.45 8.04 1.75 .911
About Myself 5.30 4.36 6.03 6.51 .73 .497
Getting Along
With Others 5.53 4.96 5.31 5.32 .22 .162
My Home end
Family 3.10 5.01 4.52 7.59 1.42 .830

Boy Ibets Girl 4,00 4.43 2,89 3,46 1.11 1.057
Health 2.03 1.87 3.14 3.49 1.11 1.500
Things in General 3.06 5,96 5.10 4.94 .07 .059

Use of Sources of
Information: 12.93 5.19 13.71 6.11 .78 .506

An analysis of the results in Tabl es 1 81id 2 indicatei little

overall difference vvlthln the class as compartJd on a mele-feraale
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beais* While there were no statistically significant differences

there were a few comparisons which were -.vorth noting. In both

Table 1 and Table 2 the males \ieve hlf?her than the females on

the SRA Looking Ahead area. This would aeera to Indicate the

males were a little more concerned with the future that pertains

especially to occupations and flndlns^ a Job. The males were al-

so higher In the Boy Meets Girl area while the fon^ales '.lere

higher In the areas of About I^j-self, My Home end Family and

Health. In a larger sample these trends might become statisti-

cally significant. On the other hand thoy apparently are due

to the errors of random sampling and their direction might even

be reversed In another sample.

On the Iowa- Use of Sources of Information Test the females

were higher In both pre-test and post- test although it should be

pointed out that the difference dropped considerably on the post-

teat. In neither Instance was it statistically significant.

Comparison with Ninth Grade Norma Given by Publisher . In

order to determine what the members of thia class were like in

comparison to freshman throughout the nation thoy were compared

with the norms given by the publishers of the two tests. The

results of this comparison for the SRA Youth Inventory for the

males end females in the September testing are presented in

Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 3. A comporlson of th^ pre-tost scores of ninth grade
males with the publisher's norma for the 3RA Youth
Inventory.

Percentile : Area Raw Score
; 1 : 2 ; 5 ; 4 : ^ ; C ; 7 I 6

75 9 .16 10 12 6 7 4 6

j^6*67 15.37 7.70 Tj.lS 3#77 6.70 2.83 5.17
60 6 10 673423
26 36330100

If scores of Ellinwood PreahniBn

Table 4. A comparison of the pre-teat acoras of ninth grade
fera flies with the publisher's norms for the SRA Youth
Inventory.

Percentile : Area Rev Score
t 1 i 5 ! 3 3 ; 7 : a

75 15 13 14 a 9 5 6
1^6.55 12.10 9.17 4.48 4.07 5.31

60 6 9 8 9 3
S.52

5 3
4.o4

2

25 4 5 5 5 1 2 1

^/ score 3 of Ellinwood ?reahman

Prom Tables 3 and 4 it can be seen that the majority of

males and females in Septenibor scored scnnewhere between the 50th

and the 75th percentile. This would seem to indicate that at

the beginning of the experiment the class as a whole was just

• little above average in its number of expressed problems.

Tbe results of the compariaon with the publisher's norms

for the SRA Youth Inventory for the raeles and ferroles in the

January testing are presented in Tables 5 and 6«
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Teble 5. A cornpsrlson of the post-test scores of ninth grade
moles with the publisher's norma for the SRA Youth
Inventory.

I'eroe n't' fie' '; Area ' Raw Score
; 1 ; T" : 5 : T" : 5 : G ; T" '. 8

76 9 16 10 12 6 7 4 6

3,10 4,00 2,03 3,03
60 6 10 675423

#5.17 9.20 5.30 5.53
25 3 6 5 3 10

# scores of ^ilinwood Freshmen

Table 6. A oonipariaon of the post-test scores of ninth grade
feinoles \'jith the publisher's norms for the 3RA Youth
Inventory.

!^"ercant •

•
* 1

Area
: 2 : 3 ; "T" : 5 • 6

Scoro
:

•/"
: 8

76 9 15 13 14 8
4.52

9 5
3.14

6
3.10

60 6 9 8 9 3 5 3 2
#5,.21 7.45 6.0? 5.31 2 .89

25 4 5 5 5 1 2 1

# scores of Ellinwood ^''reshrnen

On the post- test the trend was for the first four areas of

both males end females to drop between the 25th and 50th percen-

tile in the favorable direction while the majority of the remain-

ing scores stayed between the 50th and 75th percentile. A closer

study revealed that over half of the males moved closer to the

average while over tialf of the females moved slightly away from

the average. However, by January the claaa as a whole had moved

a little closer to the 50th percentile tnan they were at tne

beginning of the experiment.
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When the scores of the Elllnwood freshrnen In the September

testing were compered -slth the publisher's norms on the Iowa Use

of Sources of Inforn^atlon It was discovered that the females

ranked at approxlraately the 84th percentile while the males

ranked at about the 39th pcrcentllo. This difference nos due

mainly to the fact that the control female group ranked above

the 95th percentile. Apporently they were a select rroup with

respect to this particular factor being mersured. In January

the females were at the 96th percentile while the males had

moved to the 91st percentile. Thus the males and the females

were more alike at the end of the study than they were at the

beginning. It is interesting to note that the control female

group which was ranked so high at the start inede the least gain.

This was probably due to the fact that since they were so near

the top there was loss room for improvement to be made.

Evaluation of Course

Males. In order to determine v;h8t effect orientation had

on the males, the experimental and control groups were conpared

in September on the pre-test to see if they were successfully

matched. It was assumed that if the matching was successful

then the two groups would be approxiraetely equel at the begin-

ning of the study.
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Table 7. Pre-tsst mnlo differences In mean scores of experi-
mental and control groups on the SRA Youth Inventory
end the Use of Source 3 of Information.

•
• Jb^peri raental : Control :Difference : t '

Tost : Na15 H-15 Betweon : value
: M : S D : M : S D; Means

SRA iouiih inventory:
My School 7.66 4.55 5.47 3.28 2.19 1.460
Looking Ahead 15. G7 5.77 13.07 6.74 .60 .253
About I*5yself 8.33 7.18 7.07 5.62 1.26 .516
Getting Along
With Others 8.33 5.45 7.93 6.79 .40 .172
My Home and

Pftrally 4.33 6.33 3.20 3.67 1.13 .577
Boy Meets Girl 7.13 G.58 6.27 5.69 .86 ,371
Health 2.47 2.50 3.20 2.51 .73 .769
Kilngs in General 5.47 4,98 4.87 6.33 .60 .279

Use of Sources of
Inforiration: 10.00 5.14 9.50 7.15 .50 .210

Table 7 shovjs that there were no stotistically significant

scores between the experimental nnd control male groups at the

beginning of the study. That Is, they were roughly equated on

the test variables. It can be noted, however, that on the SRA

Youth Inventory the experimental rralea had slightly more ex-

pressed problems In all the areas but one, that of Health,

The crucial test of the effectiveness of the course was

made as follows: the experimental male and control mala groups

were compared In January on the post-test to see what change, if

any, had telcen place. It was assumed that if the course had an

effect besides other school and out of school activities on the

experimental group the difference between it ond the control

group should have become staliatlcelly significant.
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5.67
10.80
5.67

3.41
6.59
4.61

4.67
7.60
4.93

3.15
5.54
4.06

1.00
3.20
.74

.806
1.391
.451

6.07 5.49 5.00 4.29 1.07 .575

2.87
3.40
1.73
3.33

4.69
4.54
1.81
4.90

3.33
4.60
2.33
2.73

5.30
4.22
1.89
2.67

.46
1.20
.60
• 60

.243

.723

.858

.403

11.93 5.86 13.20 6.05 1.27 .555

Tuble 8. Po8t*teat melo differences In mean scores of experi-
mental end control groups on the SRA Youth Inventory
and the Ute of Souroea of Information.

'''''''**"*'***''*'*'""**"'''"""nrT!5!perTme^^

Test : Nsl5 t N»15 t Between t value

^^ I M : S D t M I S Di Blaene :

SRA Youth Inventory:
Mjr School
Looking Ahead
About Myself
Getting Along
With Others

Ijy Home and
Family

Boy Meet a OirX
Health
Things in General

Uae of Sources of
Information:

Table 8 ahovs that there were no statiatioally significant

scores between the two groups at the end of the study on the SRA

Youth Inventory and the Uae of Souroea of Information. This

aeemt to indicate that, with respect to the meles^ exposure to

the course did not result in any significant differences between

the experitnental group end the control group. Table 8 does show

that on the post- test the control males were higher on the Uae

of Soxiroes of Information which might indicate that other fac-

tors besides the course were operating on what was learned with

regard to this particular area since the experimental group were

higher on the pre-teat. However, at no time, either on the pre-

test or on the post-test oomparlaons* wero there any atetiatieal*

ly significant differences between the experimental male end

the control male groups.
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In addition to the oomparlaon on en experimental and control

basis the same groups were analyzed on a pre-test and post-test

basis so that the trends of the scores might be more easily iden-

tified. That is, whether the scores changed in a favorable or an

unfavorable direction and whether that change was statistically

significant or not. A favorable direction on the SRA Youth In-

ventory was one in which there were fewer expressed problems at

the end than at the beginning of the investigation. A favorable

direction on the Use of Sources of Information was an increase

In the mean score. The results of the pre-test and post-test

for the males ar« listed in Tables 9 and 10.

Table 9. Experimental male differences in mean scores of pre-
test and post- teat on SRA Youth Inventory and the Use
of Sources of Information.

Test
: Pre"
: N)

-test
.15

: P08 t-Test :

Nsl5 :

Difference
Between

: t

J value
: M : S D : M : S D: Means :

SRA Youth Inventory •
•

Ht^ School 7.66 4.55 5.67 3.41 1.99 .861
Looking Ahead 13.67 5.77 10.80 6.59 2.87 1,2C5
About Myself 8.33 7.18 5.67 4.61 2.66 1.166
Getting Along
With Others 8.33 5.45 6.07 5.49 2.26 1.092

Ify Home and
Family 4.33 6.33 2.87 4.69 1.46 .693

Boy Meets Girl 7.13 6.53 3.40 4.54 3.73 1.745
Health 2.47 2.50 1.73 1.81 .74 .897
Things in General 5.47 4.98 3.33 4.90 2.14 1.146

Use of Sources of
Information; 10.00 5.14 11,93 5.86 1.93 .894
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Table 10. Control inele differences in raeen scores of pre-test
and post-test on SRA Youth Inventory and Use of

Sources of Information.

: Pre-test : Pos t»test :D3.fference
.. „^

Test : N-15 N-.15 : Between :value
J M : S D : M J_ S Dj Means t

•

SRA Youth Inventory :

My School 5.47 3.28 4.67 3.15 .80 .658
Looking Ahead 13.07 6.74 7.60 5.54 5.47 2.347*
About Myself 7,07 5.62 4.93 4.06 2.14 1.157
Getting Along
With Others 7.93 6,79 5.00 4.29 2.93 1.363
My Home and
Family 3.20 3.67 3.33 5.30 .13 .076

Boy Meets Girl 6.27 5.69 4,60 4.22 1.67 .884
Health 3.20 2.51 2.33 1.89 .87 1.037
Things in General 4.87 6.33 2.73 2.67 2.14 1.169

Use of Sources of
Information: 9.50 7.15 13.20 6.05 3.70 1.479

^significant at five per cent level.

The first thing that should be noted In Tables 9 and 10 is

that, with only one exception, on the SRA Youth Inventory and

the Use of Sources of Information the scores changed in a favor-

able direction for both groups. The one exception was the area

of Jty Home and Family in the control group where the change was

slightly in the unfavorable direction.

However, there was only one statistically significant dif-

ference in the pre-test and post-test results. On the Looking

Ahead section, the control group improved significantly. The

changes made in the rest of the test scores in Tables 9 and 10

were about evenly divided with the experimental males making

greater changes in some areas while the control males made

greater changes in other areas.
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Since both groups changed In a fsvoroble direction and

since the experimental group did not raelce any significantly

larger changes than the control group apparently the change

that did take place Tias not dependent on orientation.

In general then, it con be concluded from the results ob-

tained on the males that the course did not have a significant

effect on the experimental group. Since both groups changed

In the favorable direction and to about the same extent, al-

though the amount of change was not statistically significant,

the obtained shifts probably vnere due to other school and out

of school activities rather than to the specific course evalua-

ted in this Investigation.

Females. The females were evaluated in the same way as

the males. The experimental and control groups were compared

In September on the pre- test to see if they were successfully

matched. If the matching was successful then the two groups

would be approximately equal at the beginning of the Investi-

gation.
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Table 11. ?re-test fennle differences In inoan scofes of sxperl-
i^ental and control groups on the SRA Youth Inventory
end tha Use of Sources of Inforrr.ntlon.

Test
rlixperiisental
: N-ia
t M : S D

OohtroT
N.11 :

M : S D:

difference: t

Between : value
Means t

SRA Youth Invent or^i

Ht^ School
Looking Ahead
About Mysolf

3.00
13.39
10. S9

5.49
8.39
7.79

4.13
9.18
6,38

2.29
5.26
3.94

3.82
4.71
4.53

2.513**
1.732
2.004

Getting Along
With Others 10.06 6.82 6.00 4.02 4.06 1.943

My Home and
Parnily

Boy Moots Girl
Health
Things in General

6.17
5.94
5.17
7.11

7.21
5.42
4.70
7.56

1.73
1.73
2.27
2.36

2.34
1.2S
1.29
3.77

4.44
4.21
2.90
4.75

2.337*
3.073***
2.397*
2.123*

Use of Sources of
Inf oritE, tion: 10.53 5.46 14.90 5.47 4.37 1.977

*signif leant at five per cent level.
*-- significant at two per cent level.
***• significant at one per cent level.

Prow Table 11 it can be noted that there are a number of

statistically significant differences between the experimental

female and the control female groups et the beginning of the

study. Besides the significant differences given in Table 11

the About Myself, Getting Along With Others and Use of Sources

of Information scores v?ere almost statistically significant at

the five per cent level. It is apparent from this thet the

matching of the female groups was unsuccessful at the beginning

of the Investigation.

The experimental female and control female groups wer com-

pared Bgain in January on the post- test to determine whether the

differences were still significant and If they were not to dis-

cover the nature of the changes.
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Table 12. Post-teat female differences in mean scores of experi-
mental and control groups on the SRA Youth Inventory
and the Use of Sources of Information.

•
• Experimental Control :^Difference : t

Teat : N.18 : N«11 : Between : value
} M : S D : M : S Di Means

SRA l^outh Inventory:
My School 6.39 4.11 3.27 2.30 3.12 2.51&*
Looking Ahead 8.33 7.47 6.00 8.72 2.33 .706
About Myself 7.72 7.60 3.27 2.18 4.45 2.259^^

Getting Along
With Others 5.72 5.13 4.64 5.56 1.08 .502
My Home and
Family 6*44 9.04 1.36 1.44 5.08 2.268»

Boy Meets Girl 3.50 3,80 1.91 2.50 1.59 1.303
Health 3.78 4.13 2.09 1.57 1,69 1.509
Things in General 3.50 4.66 2.45 5.30 1.05 .520

Use of Sources of
Information: 12.29 5.61 15.91 6.21 3.62 1.502

»signirioant at five per cent level.
*-i^aignifleant at two per cent level.

Table 12 shows that the differences between the groups were

still statistically significant in some cases in January, but

that the number had decreased. This decrease in the statistical-

ly significant differences from September to January oan partial-

ly be explained by the fact that the experimental group, with

only one exception, made greater changes in a favoreble direction

than did the control group. This had a tendency to make the

groups more similar at the end of the investigation than they

were at the beginning.

The same feraole groups were analyzed on a pre-test and post-

test basis so that the trend of the scores might be more easily

identified. A change in a favorable direction for the female

scores was the same as it was for the male scores. The results
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of the pre-test and post-test for the females are listed in

Tables 13 end 14.

Table 13. Experimental fenisle differences In rneen scores of

pre-teat and post-teat on SRA Youth Inventory e nd
Use of Sources of Information 9

: Pre-test : Pos t-test rDifference :'
"t^

"

Test t Nsl8 ! NTalS : Between rvalue
: M : S D ! M ! S D: Means

SRA Youtti Inventory •
•

My School 8.00 6.49 6.39 4.11 1.61 .969
Looking Ahead 13.89 8.89 8.33 7.47 5.56 1.972
About Myself 10.89 7.79 7.72 7.60 3.17 1.201
Getting Along
With Others 10.06 6.82 5.72 5.13 4.34 2.096-*

My Home pwd
Pernily 6.17 7.21 6.44 9.04 .27 .097

Boy Meets Girl 5.94 5.42 3.50 3.80 2.44 1.520
Health 5.17 4.70 3.78 4.13 1.39 .916
Things in General 7.11 7.56 3.50 4.66 3.61 1.679

Use of Sources of
Inf orrr.etion; 10.53 5.46 12.29 5.61 1.76 .912

*-signlf icent at five per cent level.

Table 14. Control female differences in mean scores of pre-test
and post-teat on SRA Youth In ventory end Use of
Sources of Information.t

I Pre-test : Post-test :Dlfference

:

t

Test : N«ll : N«ll I Between : value
I M t S D : M : S D: Jffeans :

SRA Youth Inventory •
•

My School 4.18 2.29 3.27 2.30 .91 .883
Looking Ahead 9.18 5.26 6.00 8.72 3.18 .988
About Jilyself 6.36 3.94 3.27 2.18 3.09 2.161*
Getting Along
With Others 6.00 4.02 4.64 5.56 1.36 .627

My Home and
Family 1.73 2.34 1.36 1,44 .37 .427

Boy Meets Girl 1.73 1.28 1.91 2.50 .18 .202
Health 2.27 1.29 2.09 1.57 .18 .280
Things in General 2.36 3.77 2.45 5.30 ,09 .044

Use of Sources of
Information: 14.91 5.47 15.91 6.21 1.00 .385
frsigniflcent at five per cent lev(31.
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Table 13 reveals that the scores for the experimental fe-

males on ell hut My Home and Family changed in a favorable direc-

tion on both the SRA Youth Inventory and the Use of Sources of

Information. However, there was only one statistically signifi-

cant change and that was In the Getting Along With Others section.

In Table 14 approximately the same results were found for

the control females with the only exception to favorable change

being in the Boy Meets Girl section while the only statistically

significant change was in the About Myself section.

Since the changes from the pre- test to the post- test for

both the experimental end control female groups were in a favor-

able direction even though the experimental group made larger

changes, apparently the change for the females, like the males,

was not dependent on orientation.

Although the female groups were not matched at the beginning

of the investigation and therefore it is difficult to say just

what effect, if any, orientation had on them it can be concluded

from the data in Table 13 that the course did not have a statis-

tically significant effect on the experimental group. However,

the evidence for the females was not as conclusive as it was for

the males.

Basic Difficulty Scale. Since the suggested use of the

Basic Difficulty score is as a rough screening device to dis-

cover those with serious personal problems it is somewhat dif-

ferent then the other scores obtained from the SRA Youth Inven-

tory and is treated separately. In September the percentile for
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the experimental males was 61 while for the control males it

was 58. For the experimental females the percentile was 66 and

for the female control It was 29. The means on which these per-

centiles were based indicate that there v?ere no statistically

significant differences between the groups in September although

the difference between the two female groups was almost signifi-

cant at the five per cent level.

In January the experimental males dropped to the 41st per-

centile while the control males dropped to the 39th percentile.

The difference in the means of these groups was still not statis-

tically significant but when the experimental females dropped to

the 54th percentile and the control females dropped to the 17th

percentile the difference in their means became statistically

significant at the five per cent level.

On a pre-test and post-test basis it wes found that all the

scores moved in a favorable direction but the changes were not

large enough to make them statistically significant.

The Basic Difficulty score also seems to indicate that

orientation had little, if any, effect on the experimental group

as far as the SRA Youth Inventory was concerned.

Critique of Course

One object of this study was to try to discover ways in

which the orientation course might be improved if it was indi-

cated that such improvement was needed. Perhaps one improvement

might be to divide the class according to the students previout
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school bookground since about half of the freshman come from the

Ellinwood Jr. High while the rest come from other schools. This

should have a tendency to make the groups more homogeneous al-

though this could have the effect of making the group coming from

other schools mora heterogeneous in that the one certain thing

they would have In common would be that they did not come from

the Ellinwood Jr. High. The group coming from other schools

should take orientation the first semester since they would be

less familiar with the school system in general.

Another improvement that might increase the effectiveness of

the course would be to make allowance for counseling with stu-

dents in orientation where it is indicated by tests taken, prob-

lems expressed or behavior observed.

With respect to the content of the course it would seem

evident from the results of this study that there needs to be

either a greater eniphasls or a new emphasis on personal and

social problems including problems dealing with health. The

area dealing with information also needs to be made more effec-

tive if that objective of the course is to be attained.

SlTfcMARY AND RECOiiiMSNDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

In evaluating the "orientation" course at Ellinwood Rural

High School the experimental-control group method of evaluation

was used with a pre-test and post-test given to each group.
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When the ninth grade olass was oompared on a male-female

basis there was very little difference between the two groups

In their scores on the SRA Youth Inventory and the Use of Sources

of Information.

In comparing the males and females with the publisher's

norms it was discovered that at the beginning the majority of

the class had scores which fell between the 50th and 75th per-

centile. After one semester these scores, in general, had moved

closer to the 50th percentile with approximately one holf drop-

ping to the 25th to 50th percentile range which was in a more

favorable direction.

There were no ststistically significant differences between

the experimental males and the control males either at the begin-

ning of the investigation or at the end. This would Indicate

that the course did not have enough of en effect on the males to

make their change statistically significant.

The scores of the males, when analyzed on a pre-test and

post- teat basis, were found to change in a favorable direction

with only one exception in the control group. The control males

also had one statistically significant change in the Looking

Ahead section of the SRA Youth Inventory. Otherwise, there were

no statistically significant differences.

Differences between the experimental female and control

female groups on the pre-testlng were found to be statistically

significant in five areas and almost statistically significant
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In three additional areas so apparently they were unsuccessfully

matched at the beginning of this investigation. The differences

were still statistically significant In three areas in January

but since the number of these differences had decreased apparent-

ly the two groups were more alike at the end than at the begin-

ning of the experiment.

The majority of the scores of the females, like the males,

on a pre-test and post-test basis moved in a favorable direction.

There wea only one statistically significant difference in the

experimental female group in the area. Getting Along With Others,

and only one statistically significant difference in the control

female group In the area. About Myself.

The results obtained in this investigation in some instances

agreed and in other Instances disagreed with the generalizations

made by Hoppock (6). The investigator can only speculate as to

why orientation, in this investigation, seamed to have little

effect on the experimental group.

There is the possibility that a course in orientation for

ninth grade students might not be able to achieve the objectives

desired. This could be due to the nature of the objectives, the

appropriatness of the materials being taught, the ability of the

teacher to get the students to respond to this type of course,

or perhaps students of the ninth grade level do not have the in-

terest or ability to get the most from; a course of the nature of

orientation.
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If orientation ectuelly did achieve the desired objectives

then the seeming lacV of success reported here msy be due to the

Instruments used to measure e course of this nature. Most of the

change taking place was a change In attitudes and It was very

difficult to say with any real assurance that the tests used

really measured the actupl change taking place In the students.

Since ninth grade students are In a period of such greet and

varied change anyway, this may make it even more difficult for

any test to measure their real changes In attitudes.

It might be worthwhile in the way of further research to

make a follow up of these groups to see how they compere after

having been in high school for two or three years. This mlo-ht

help determine whether the students continued to decrease in

their number of expressed problems as the trend shows In this

investigation.

Another possibility might be to give orientation to tenth,

eleventh or twelfth grade students with about the sam.e course

content although with perhaps a little more emphasis on occu-

pational information end guidance. This should help to discover

at what age orientation is most applicable for high school stu-

dents.

Further research also needs to be done on tests used to

measure attitudes. With better attitude measuring instruments

it would bo possible to better evt^luate a course like orienta-

tion.
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ITTTRODaCTIOU

The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the

"Orientation" course required for ninth grade students in the

Ellinwood Rurs^l High School, Ellinwood, Kansas. At the time

this investigation began the course had been offered for two

years. The idea for the course originated with and was carried

out by R. M. Schadt, Superintendent of Schools.

He had felt and expressed the need for an evaluation to

determine whether the course was meeting the needs of the fresh-

man in an area which had previously been neglected and if it were

meeting the needs, in what areas was it succeeding end If not.

In what areas was it failing. Schadt listed the following as

objectives of the course:

1. To assist the members of the freshman class to acquire

a feeling that they belong to the high school group or

are "at home".

2. To impart certain information that will be useful to

all students.

3. To foster attitudes and habits that will be useful to

all students.

4« To help with any personal and social problems that need
resolving to enable the students to profit most from a

high school education.

5, To accumulate certain date about the members of the

class that may become a part of the personal file to

be used during high school for guidance purposes.

6. To help the student to see his relation to the commiini-

ty, the state, the nation and the world.
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METHOD

This evaluation was conducted by using the control end

experimental group method with e pre-test at the beginning of

the investigation and a post-teat at the end. This was made

possible by the fact th^t approximately one hPlf of the ninth

grade took "Orientation" the first semester end the rest tooV

it the second semester*

The tests used in making this study were the SRA Youth In-

ventory and the Iowa Use of Sources of Information. These teats

were selected because the objectives of the course could best be

evaluated by thera. Since the SRA Youth Inventory was subdivided

it was possible to evaluate not only the overall course but also

the specific areas into which "Orientation" was divided. The

Iowa Use of Sources of Information was included to measure the

change in quantity of information possessed and used correctly

by the students.

RESULTS

The results of this investigation were based first on a

description of the class on test variables. In describing the

ninth grade a comparison of ell females with all males was made

and then a comparison was made of these two groups with the

publisher's norms.

The evaluation of the course was made by dividing the ninth

grade on a male-female basis. The males were analyzed on en



experimental and control group basis to see whet change, if any,

had taken place, snd then they were analyzed on a pre-teat end

post-teat basis to see what the trend of their scores were. The

seme process wag used for the females.

SDMMRY

When the ninth grade class was compared on a male-female

basis there was very little difference between the two groups

In their scores on the SRA Youth Inventory and the Use of Sourcea

of InforiTiPtion.

In comparing the males and females with the publisher's

norms it was discovered that at the beginning the majority of

the class had scores which fell between the 50th and 75th per-

centile. After one semester these scores, in general, had moved

closer to the 50th percentile with approximately one half drop-

ping to the 25th to 50th percentile range which was in c more

favorable direction.

There were no statistically significant differences between

the experimental males and the control males either at the begin-

ning of the investigation or at the end. This would indicate

that the course did not have enough of an effect on the males

to make their ch!?nge statistically significant.

The scores of the males, when analyzed on a pre-test rnd

post-test basis, were found to change in a favorable direction

with only one exception in the control group. The control males

also had one statistically significant change in the Looking
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Ahead section of the SRA Youth Inventory. Otherwise, there were

no statlstlcGlly significant differences.

Differences between the experimental female end control

female groups on the pre-testlng were found to be st- tlstically

significant in five areas and almost statistlcelly aignificiint

in three additional areFs so apparently they were unsuccessfully

matched at the beginning of this investigation. The differences

were still statistlcelly significant in three areas In January

but since the number of these differences had decreased apparent-

ly the two groups were more alike at the end than at the begin-

ning of the experiment.

The majority of the scores of the females, like the meles,

on a pre-test and post-test basis moved in a favorable direction*

There was only one statistically significant difference in the

experimental female group in the area, Getting Along With Others^

end only one stetisticelly significant difference in the control

female group in the area. About Ifyself.

In general, "Orientation" did not have a statistlcelly sig-

nificant effect on those enrolled In it for one semester aa

measured by the SRA Youth Inventory and the Iowa Use of Sources

of Information.


